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Kynurenine aminotransferases (KATs) catalyze the transamination of kynurenine (KYN) pathway and endogenous KYNs have 
been suggested to highly correlate to abnormal brain diseases. HKAT3 is a key member of KAT family, while the binding 
mechanism of KYN and cofactor with HKAT3 has not been determined yet. In this study, we focus on the structure-function 
relationship among KYN, cofactor and HKAT3. The binding models of KYN complex and KYN&cofactor complex were ob-
tained and were studied by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. We identified several critical residues and influence of 
conformational changes in human kynurenine aminotransferase 3 (HKAT3) complexes. The cofactor may contribute largely 
not only to the catalysis, but also to the binding. In addition, a hypothesis is proposed that a strong hydrophobic interaction 
between Tyr159 and Lys280 may influence the binding mode and the binding region of the substrate and the cofactor. Our re-
sults will be a good starting point for further determination of the biological role. 

kynurenine (KYN), kynurenine aminotransferases (KATs), - interaction, molecular dynamic (MD) simulation,   
interaction energy 

 

 
 

1  Introduction 

Kynurenic acid (KYNA), which is the key intermediate in 
the KYN pathway, is produced enzymatically by irreversi-
ble transamination of kynurenine (KYN). It has been re-
ported that KYNA can function as an antagonist of the 
α7-nicotinic acetylcholine receptor in cultured hippocampal 
neurons and an endogenous ligand of the orphan G pro-
tein-coupled receptor (GPR35) [1–4]. Moreover, KYNA is 
the only known endogenous antagonist of N-methyl-D-       
aspartate (NMDA) subtype of glutamate receptors [5–9]. 
These results suggest that endogenous KYNs may partici-
pate in normal brain function as modulators of glutama-
tergic neurotransmission. In particular, multiple neuro-
degenerative diseases, such as Huntington disease, Alz-
heimer’s disease, Schizophrenia, and Acquired immunode-

ficiency syndrome dementia, have been suggested to corre-
late to abnormal KYNA levels in the central nervous system 
[10–16]. 

Kynurenine aminotransferases (KATs), members of the 
aminotransferase family, catalyze the transamination of 
KYN into KYNA utilizing a vitamin B6 derivative (pyri-
doxamine 5-phosphate, PMP) as cofactor. Four proteins 
(KAT I, KAT II, KAT III, and KAT IV) have been consid-
ered to be involved in KYNA synthesis in the central nerv-
ous system of humans, rats, and mice [17–23]. KAT II and 
KAT IV, which are considered to be the mitochondrial pro-
teins, are phylogenetically distant from KAT I and KAT III 
[24–35]. However, KAT I and KAT III share the highest 
sequence identity, particularly with an identity of 51.7% in 
humans. 

Since the first crystal of KAT family was determined at 
2.0 Å in 2004 [36], thirty-one structure hits, with or without 
substrates at all levels of resolution, have been found. In a 
previous study, we have built the homology model of hu-
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man KAT III (HKAT3) successfully, and have studied the 
binding modes of its inhibitors (L-methionine and 
L-tryptophan) [37]. However, the binding mechanism of 
KYN with HKAT3 and the influence of cofactor have not 
been determined yet. A detailed understanding of the cata-
lytic action of HKAT3 requires an accurate 3D structure of 
the complexes for exploring the structure-function relation-
ship. 

In this study, the transamination mechanism of KYN, 
catalyzed by HKAT3, is theoretically determined by per-
forming molecular dynamic (MD) simulation. The molecu-
lar binding modes have been adopted to determine the 
structures of biomolecular complexes and compare the in-
fluence of PMP. We reveal the mechanism of interactions 
among KYN, PMP and HKAT3. The results are instrumen-
tal to exploration of the catalytic properties of this enzyme 
as well as the interactions of this protein with the substrate 
and the intermediates along the reaction path. Furthermore, 
the finding will lead to the final product KYNA and might 
be a good starting point for further determination of the bi-
ological role. 

2  Methods 

We built the model of HKAT3 complexes, based on the 
published model [37] which includes chain A and chain B 
(see details in online Supplement). The complex models 
were subjected to MD simulation. The average structure 
during MD simulation was calculated and evaluated. 

2.1  Inhibitor binding study 

The KAT members share similar binding sites. The inhibi-
tors, including KYN and KYN&PMP (see details in online 
Supplement), were put into the binding pocket with the co-
ordinate extracted directly from the complex of KAT family 
(PDB: 3E2Z) [23]. 

2.2  Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations  

The initial structures of HKAT3, HKAT3-KYN complex 
and HKAT3-KYN&PMP complex were taken for individu-
al 5 ns MD simulation calculations. GROMACS v4.0.5 [38] 
was used to conduct the simulation with the GROMOS96 
53a6 force field [39] on a high performance Linux cluster 
computer. The topology files and charges for the ligand 
atoms were calculated using the PRODRG web-server [40]. 
Each model was inserted into a water box of 0.9 nm from 
the surface of the protein. The systems were neutralized 
with 2 Cl ions in each system and the number of Na+

 ions 
was 10, 3 and 11 (in HKAT3, HKAT3-KYN complex, 
HKAT3-KYN&PMP complex system), respectively. The 
energy minimization was performed using steepest descent 
(SD) for 5000 steps. The total numbers of the atoms in each 

system are 67864, 83200 and 83423 (HKAT3, HKAT3-KYN 
complex and HKAT3-KYN&PMP complex system, respec-
tively). The value of pH was set to 7 according to the pH 
value in a previous experimental study [22]. Then individu-
al protein backbones were frozen and the ligands and sol-
vent molecules with counter-ions were allowed to move 
during a 300 ps position restrained (1000 kJ mol nm2) MD 
run. Finally, a 5 ns production run was performed in each 
system with the simulation period, chosen as a compromise 
between the quality of configuration space sampling and the 
calculation length. The electrostatic interactions were cal-
culated by the particle mesh Ewald (PME) algorithm [41, 
42], with an interpolation order of 4 and a grid spacing of 
0.12 nm. All simulations were run under periodic boundary 
conditions with NPT ensemble using Berendsen’s coupling 
algorithm to keep the temperature at 300 K and the pressure 
(1 bar) constant with isotropic molecule-based scaling. 
Bond lengths were constrained with the LINCS algorithm 
[43], which made it possible to extend time steps to 2 fs. 
The coordinates were stored for every 10 ps for analysis. 
The van der Waals (vdW) forces were treated by a cutoff of 
12 Å. VMD and Chimera were used for visualization [44, 
45]. 

2.3  Analysis of molecular dynamic simulation 

The analyses of the trajectory, including the calculation of 
root mean square deviations (RMSD) and average interac-
tion energy, were performed by GROMACS 4.5.3. Systems 
were well equilibrated and stabilized after the first 1 ns 
simulations according to RMSD of all protein C atoms. 
The trajectories of each system were involved in the inter-
action network analysis. The Simulaid program [46] was 
used to calculate the hydrogen-bonding interactions and 
hydrophobic contacts, which are important in binding with 
ligands [47]. The Simulaid outputs for interactions were 
reorganized with in-house scripts for the facility of compar-
ison among the systems.  

3  Results 

3.1  Stability of HKAT3 complex structures during MD 
simulations 

To gain further insight into the substrate-binding mecha-
nism in HKAT3, time-dependent atomic motions were ex-
plored by MD simulations. In order to compare the protein 
structures from the three different systems, their representa-
tive structures were selected from each 5 ns MD simulation. 
The average structures of these systems were calculated, 
and their regions of binding sites are shown with surface in 
Figure 1. The C RMSD values of each system (single 
HKAT3, KYN-HKAT3 complex and KYN&PMP-HKAT3 
complex) during the last 1 ns are 0.30, 0.33 and 0.19 nm, 
respectively (Figure 2). In addition, based on the calculation  
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Figure 1  Average structures of three systems at the end of 5 ns MD run. 
(a) The system of HKAT3 alone: ribbons are in light blue and surface is in 
gold; (b) the system of HKAT3&KYN complex: chain A is in salmon, 
chain B is in spring green, surface is in gold and the ligand is shown in ball 
& stick; (c) the system of HKAT3&KYN&PMP complex: chain A is in 
magenta, chain B is in chartreuse, surface is in gold and the ligands are 
shown in ball & stick. 

 

Figure 2  The C RMSD of HKAT3 and its complexes during 5 ns MD 
simulation, including HKAT3 alone (colored in dark blue), HKAT3&KYN 
complex (colored in magenta), and HKAT3&KYN&PMP complex (col-
ored in green). All of the three systems stabilized around 1.5–3.5 Å at the 
last 1 ns, respectively. 

of GROMACS program, the interaction energy (the short 
range electrostatic interaction energy) between each of the 

ligands (KYN and KYN&PMP) and HKAT3 is 7.66 and 
14.64 kJ/mol. These results indicate that the KYN&PMP-     
HKAT3 complex system is more stable than the KYN-   
HKAT3 complex system. 

3.2  MD simulation of the KYN-HKAT3 complex (KYN 
complex) 

In the initial structure used as the starting point for the pro-
duction run, the KYN binds in a hydrophobic pocket and its 
benzyl ring forms - interaction with the indole side chains 
of Trp53. As shown in Figure 3(a), the amino moiety of KYN 
forms hydrogen bond mainly with Tyr159. Moreover, the 
benzyl part of Phe372 is involved in hydrophobic interaction 
with carboxyl part of the ligand. This binding mode is in 
good agreement with the site-directed mutagenesis investiga-
tion on mouse KAT3 and the other members of KAT family 
[1]. During the first 3 ns, Try311(B) moves towards the sub-
strate, thus KYN is sandwiched by Trp53 and Try311(B) 
via - interaction (Figure 3(b)). Meanwhile, NH1 atom of 
Arg429 forms a salt-bridge with the carboxyl group of the 
ligand. In the last 2 ns MD simulation, Try97(B), which acts 
as an anchor, participates in hydrophobic interaction with 
KYN and keeps their distance about 4.0 Å (Figure 3(c)). In 
addition, our data indicate that Gln70 and Gln307(B) inter-
act hydrophobically with the ligand molecule (Table 1). 

3.3  MD simulation of the KYN&PMP-HKAT3 com-
plex (KYN&PMP complex) 

Previous investigations revealed that the PMP, acting as a 
cofactor, is necessary for the protein’s biological activity 
and is able to stabilize the binding of ligands in the active  

 

 
Figure 3  Snapshots of the complex systems during 5 ns MD run. The system of HKAT3&KYN complex: chain A is in salmon, chain B is in spring green 
and the ligand is shown in ball & stick. (a) At 0 ns; (b) at 2.5 ns; (c) at 5 ns. The system of HKAT3&KYN&PMP complex: chain A is in magenta, chain B is 
in chartreuse and the ligands are shown in ball & stick. (d) At 0 ns; (e) at 2.5 ns; (f) at 5 ns. 
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Table 1  The fraction of hydrophobic interaction during 5 ns MD simulation in each of the two complexes (Unit: 1) 

H KAT3 
KYN-alone 

KYN&PMP 

ResName Resid Chain PMP KYN 

Thr 312 B 0.17 0 0.52 

Tyr 311 B 0.57 0.05 0.22 

Asn 308 B 0.1 0 0 

Gln 307 B 0.37 0 0 

Gly 100 B 0 0 0.05 

Arg 99 B 0 0 0.05 

Thr 98 B 0.01 0 0.09 

Tyr 97 B 0.13 0.05 0.64 

Arg 429 A 0.06 0 0.87 

Phe 415 A 0 0.16 0.25 

Phe 372 A 0.25 0 0.48 

Tyr 371 A 0.09 0 0.02 

Lys 288 A 0 0.02 0.01 

Thr 285 A 0.01 0 0 

Lys 280 A 0.06 0.7 0.45 

Gly 279 A 0 0.01 0 

Ser 277 A 0 0.01 0 

Ile 275 A 0 0.21 0 

Tyr 249 A 0 0.21 0 

Val 248 A 0 0.73 0 

Asp 246 A 0 0.05 0 

Met 165 A 0 0.1 0 

Tyr 162 A 0 0.1 0 

Cys 161 A 0.02 0.53 0 

Asp 160 A 0.31 0.46 0 

Tyr 159 A 0.34 0.71 0.52 

Leu 138 A 0 0.41 0 

Tyr 135 A 0.16 0.63 0.02 

Ala 134 A 0 0.79 0 

Pro 73 A 0.03 0 0.02 

Phe 72 A 0.07 0 0.41 

Gly 71 A 0.3 0 0.65 

Gln 70 A 0.31 0 0.67 

Thr 57 A 0.14 0 0.02 

Ile 54 A 0.05 0 0 

 
 

site [1]. Our MD simulation results of the KYN&PMP 
complex show that the position of ligands does not change 
much during the entire 5 ns MD simulation. Try97(B), 
which acts as an anchor, participates in - interaction with 
the KYN moiety along MD run (Figure 3(d), (e) and (f)). 
Gln70 and Phe72 are involved in hydrophobic interactions 
with aromatic moiety of the KYN. Meanwhile, the 
salt-bridge between Arg429 and the carboxyl group of the 
KYN is also found in the presence of PMP. As to PMP, the 
phosphate group forms hydrogen bond mainly with Lys288 
and Ser277 (Table 2). It is noteworthy that the key residue 
Asp246 forms a salt-bridge with the N4 atom of PMP during 
the MD simulation, which is believed to be an important 
feature of binding to PMP [1]. Meanwhile, an important 
hydrophobic network, involving Tyr159, Lys280 and both 
of the ligands (KYN and PMP), is found during the MD 
simulation. This network contributes largely to fixing the 

relative positions of the cofactor and KYN. Additionally, 
the benzyl moiety of PMP lies inside the hydrophobic re-
gion (including Tyr135, Cys161, and Tyr162), which is also 
identified in the complexes of KAT family by experimental 
studies [1]. 

4  Discussion 

4.1  Conformational changes during the process of lig-
and binding 

Figure 1 shows the secondary structure changes of the 
binding sites in all the three systems. The binding pocket 
stays open (DistanceTyr159-Lys280 > 0.6 nm) to allow ligands 
moving towards the active site (Figure 1(a)), and becomes 
closed (DistanceTyr159-Lys280 < 0.4 nm) with substrates (Fig-
ure 1(b) and (c)).  
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Table 2  The fraction of hydrogen bonds during 5 ns MD simulation in each of the two complexes (Unit: 1) 

H KAT3 
KYN-alone 

KYN&PMP 

ResName Resid Chain PMP KYN 

Thr 312 B 0.01 0.1 0.31 

Tyr 311 B 0.12 0 0.2 

Asn 308 B 0.02 0 0 

Gln 307 B 0.16 0 0 

Gly 100 B 0 0 0.01 

Arg 99 B 0 0 0.04 

Tyr 97 B 0.04 0.09 0.13 

Arg 429 A 0.19 0 0.73 

Phe 415 A 0 0 0.11 

Phe 372 A 0.33 0 0.37 

Tyr 371 A 0.12 0 0.03 

Lys 288 A 0 0.23 0 

Lys 280 A 0.03 0.07 0.12 

Gly 279 A 0 0.01 0 

Ser 277 A 0 0.5 0 

Tyr 249 A 0 0.46 0.01 

Asp 246 A 0 0.38 0 

Asn 218 A 0.09 0 0 

Asn 214 A 0 0.01 0 

Tyr 162 A 0 0.08 0 

Cys 161 A 0.01 0.15 0 

Asp 160 A 0.3 0 0.18 

Tyr 159 A 0.23 0.16 0.25 

Tyr 135 A 0.22 0.45 0.02 

Ala 134 A 0 0.46 0 

Phe 72 A 0.03 0 0.17 

Gly 71 A 0.23 0 0.43 

Gln 70 A 0.24 0 0.05 

Trp 53 A 0.11 0 0.07 

 
The large change between the structure in single HKAT3 

and that in two HKAT3 complexes can be found apparently 
in the C RMSD curves (Figure 2). The two HKAT3 com-
plexes simulations reach equilibration after about 2.5 ns 
from the beginning. The RMSD value of KYN&PMP com-
plex is stabilized near 0.19 nm, lower than KYN complex 
(0.33 nm), while RMSD values of the single HKAT3 sys-
tem increase in the first 4.5 ns, and become stable around 
0.30 nm in the last 0.5 ns. These results demonstrate that the 
HKAT3 protein in the presence of KYN&PMP is the most 
stable in the three systems. 

The root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSF), an important 
indicator for comparing the structures of biomolecules, were 
examined for the C atoms of each residue. We compared 
the fluctuations of the protein in the three systems during 
the MD simulations (Figure 4). The atomic fluctuations of 
the binding region in single HKAT3 are slightly higher than 
those in HKAT3 complexes, suggesting that average RMSF 
values are decreased by the binding of ligands. These de-
creases in values indicate that KYN and PMP influence the 
enzymatic activity of HKAT3. For example, the RMSF of 
the first α-helix along the N-terminal (chain A: aa52-64), 
where a shift has been reported to exist upon binding of 

ligands [1], decreases by the interaction with ligands. The 
distance between the benzyl ring CZ atom of KYN and the 
CD2 atom of aromatic side chain group of Trp53 was 
changed from 5.93 Å to 4.08 Å. We conjecture that this 
conformational change might be an influencing factor of the 
active pocket closing. 

The results mentioned above demonstrate that the bind-
ing of ligands disrupts the tertiary structure of HKAT3, ra-
ther than the secondary structure inside the binding pocket. 
The conformational changes of HKAT3 may allow the 
recognition of ligands and will plug the active center after 
binding.  

4.2  Role of interactions between Tyr159 and Lys280 

In both complexes, the aromatic rings of the KYN form - 
interaction with aromatic side chains of Tyr159. Previous 
studies showed that this residue plays important roles both 
in catalysis and in binding [48]. In this study, an interesting 
hydrophobic interaction is found between Tyr159 and 
Lys280 in HKAT3 complexes. In addition, the distances 
between the OH atom of Tyr159 and the CZ atom of Lys280 
were monitored to study the relationship between the pro- 
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Figure 4  RMSF of HKAT3 and its complexes during 5 ns MD simulation, including HKAT3 alone (colored in dark blue), HKAT3&KYN complex (col-
ored in magenta), and HKAT3&KYN&PMP complex (colored in green). The residues of the binding region are labeled. (a) chain A; (b) chain B. 

tein and ligands during each of the MD simulations (Figure 
5). These distances are almost the same at the beginning of 
MD simulation, since each of the systems is obtained from 
the same structure of HKAT3, while individual distances of 
the three systems show different types of phenomena during 
the MD simulations. 

In the single HKAT3 system, the distance between 
Tyr159 and Lys280 increases from the beginning of MD 
run, and changes significantly around 0.6 nm in the whole 
MD trajectory. Since there is no ligand in single HKAT3 
system, the binding pocket becomes open state to allow 
ligands moving in. Meanwhile, the system loses the hydro-
phobic interaction between Tyr159 and Lys280, which 
causes the increasing of the distance between these two  

 

 

Figure 5  Distances between the OH atom of Tyr159 and the CZ atom of 
Lys280 during 5 ns MD run in each of the three systems, including 
HKAT3 alone (colored in dark blue), HKAT3&KYN complex (colored in 
magenta), and HKAT3&KYN&PMP complex (colored in green), respec-
tively. 

residues. The positions of these two residues may change 
significantly with the high fluctuations of the binding site. 

In the MD simulation of KYN complex, the distance is 
stable around 0.3 nm during the first 1.5 ns MD run. The 
curve of distance shows little fluctuations from 1.5 to 4.5 ns, 
and finally stays stable around 0.3 nm. When KYN binds to 
HKAT3, Tyr159 forms hydrophobic interaction with 
Lys280, and keeps their distance in 0.3 nm. These two resi-
dues behave as switches, and turn to close with the binding 
of KYN. This action prevents the ligand from moving into 
the binding region of the cofactor. Then the changes of dis-
tance come from the moving of benzyl moiety in Tyr135 
towards Tyr159, and a hydrophobic interaction is formed 
between these two residues. This interaction interrupts the 
connection between Tyr159 and Lys280. Finally, Asn218 
participates in the hydrogen-bonding network involving 
Tyr159 and Lys280, and it helps to stabilize the interaction 
network in the last 0.5 ns.  

In the case of KYN&PMP complex, the distance between 
Tyr159 and Lys280 increases quickly, and becomes stable 
around 0.42 nm in the entire 5 ns MD simulation. The 
switches become open to allow the cofactor binding into the 
correct region. Tyr159 and Lys280 form an interaction net-
work with the cofactor and the KYN, and preserve the posi-
tions of the ligands. We also measured the distance between 
Tyr160 and Lys281 in mouse KYN&PMP complex struc-
ture (PDB: 3E2Z), and the hydrophobic interaction between 
these two residues was found. However, the average value 
is 0.72 nm in mouse complex structure and is much higher 
than that in the human structure [23]. The difference of this 
distance between human and mouse KAT3 may indicate 
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that the HKAT3 may have high binding ability and high 
selectivity. These results may help to explain the differences 
of inhibitions between human and mouse KATs [48]. 

In summary, Tyr159 and Lys280, which form the strong 
hydrophobic interaction in our results, act as the switches 
inside the active site. This interaction may influence the 
binding mode and the binding region of ligands. 

4.3  Effect of PMP binding 

It has been reported that all the KAT enzymes have similar 
binding sites for the cofactor. We analyzed the sequences of 
some members of the KAT family to identify the key resi-
dues of cofactor binding by using ClustalW web server 
(Figure 6) [49]. In the case of HKAT3, based on our study, 
PMP is positioned correctly by forming a salt-bridge with 
Asp246 (Figure 7(a)). In addition, the cofactor is perfectly 

nested in a pocket including Tyr135, Tyr159, Cys161, 
Ser277 and Lys288.  

On the other hand, the presence of cofactors may influ-
ence the binding of ligands. Although KYN moieties of 
both complexes are located in the similar positions at the 
beginning of the MD simulation, individual moieties bind in 
completely different positions in the end, and the cofactor of 
PMP binds in the active site stably. We superimposed the 
complexes of KYN and KYN&PMP (Figure 7(b)). In both 
systems, the aromatic ring of the KYN lies in almost the 
same plane and forms - interaction with Tyr97(B) at the 
beginning of the MD run (Figure 7(c)). During the MD 
simulation, there are two types of movements in the system 
without PMP: first, the aromatic ring of KYN moves to-
wards Try311(B) by a distance of 6.47 Å; meanwhile, the 
indole side chain of Trp53 turns to KYN and Try311(B); 
finally, the aromatic ring of KYN is sandwiched by Trp53  

 

 

Figure 6  Multiple sequence alignment of KAT I (KAT1), KAT II (KAT2) and KAT III (KAT3), which are conserved in KATs found in humans (HKAT3) 
and KAT3 found in mice (MKAT3). The key residues are labeled. 
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Figure 7  Superposition of structures at the beginning of the MD simulation. The snapshots of three systems during 5 ns MD run. The system of HKAT3& 
KYN complex: chain A is in salmon, chain B is in spring green and the ligand is shown in ball & stick (KYN in turquoise). The system of 
HKAT3&KYN&PMP complex: chain A is in magenta, chain B is in chartreuse and the ligands are shown in ball & stick (KYN in cyan and PMP in rosy 
brown). (a) Ligands; (b) Asp246; (c) Tyr97(B). 

and Try311(B) via - interaction (Figure 8). Upon the 
presence of PMP, however, the position of KYN is highly 
conserved. With the presence of PMP, the fraction of hy-
drophobic interaction increases from 0.17 to 0.52 in position 
312, and fraction of Lys280 increases from 0.06 to 0.45 
during MD simulation. Moreover, the fraction of hydrogen 
binding interaction is also influenced by PMP, such as 
Gly71 (0.23 to 0.43) and Arg429 (0.19 to 0.73). The total 
fraction of hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen-bonding 
interactions between KYN and HKAT3 increases from 4.41 
to 6.14 and from 2.51 to 3.23, respectively (Tables 1 and 2). 
Moreover, the C RMSD calculating between the average 
structures in both complex systems was 0.17 nm. The result  

 

 

Figure 8  Interaction between the protein and ligands. The system of 
HKAT3&KYN complex: chain A is in salmon, chain B is in spring green 
and the ligand is shown in ball & stick (KYN in turquoise). The system of 
HKAT3&KYN&PMP complex: chain A is in magenta, chain B is in char-
treuse and the ligands are shown in ball & stick (KYN in cyan and PMP in 
rosy brown). (a) The ligand interacts with Trp13 and Tyr159 in 
HKAT3&KYN complex; (b) the ligands interact with Trp13 and Tyr159 in 
HKAT3&KYN&PMP complex; (c) the ligand interacts with Tyr311(B) 
and Thr312(B) in HKAT3&KYN complex; (d) the ligands interact with 
Tyr311(B) and Thr312(B) in HKAT3&KYN&PMP complex. 

shows that the presence of PMP may influence the biologi-
cal structure of human HKAT3, especially the binding re-
gion. The average interaction energy between HKAT3 and 
KYN for in the absence and presence of PMP is 7.66 
kcal/mol and 9.51 kcal/mol, respectively. The results men-
tioned above indicate that the PMP increases the ability of 
KYN binding. Since a better binding mode gives lower en-
ergy, we conjecture that PMP is important not only to the 
catalysis, but also to the binding interaction with other lig-
ands. 

5  Conclusion 

In this study, we focus on the action of HKAT3 involved in 
the KYN pathway, especially the structure-function rela-
tionship among KYN, PMP and the protein. With the pub-
lished homology model of HKAT3, the binding models of 
KYN complex and KYN&PMP complex were obtained and 
were studied by molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. 
These binding modes of the complexes are in satisfactory 
agreement with known experimental data. Based on these 
results, we arrive at the following conclusions: 

(1) Several critical residues (Trp53, Try97(B), Arg246, 
Try311(B), Arg429) are identified in both systems for lig-
and binding using the residue-based decomposition. 

(2) The conformational changes of HKAT3 may allow 
the recognition of ligands and will plug the active center 
after binding. 

(3) Tyr159 and Lys280, which form strong hydrophobic 
interaction based on our results, act as the switches inside 
the active site. This interaction may influence the binding 
mode and the binding region of the substrate and the cofac-
tor. 

(4) In the transformation of KYNA, the PMP contribute 
largely not only to the catalysis, but also to the binding  

Our study offers a stepwise conformational analysis, 
which leads to a thorough and fruitful investigation of fa-
vored adopting conformers in solution. The results of this 
study are not limited within HKAT3, and they can also be 
extended to other members of KAT family. Thus, the ap-
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plied strategy may expand the scope of drug design. 
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1  Monomer homology modeling and MD simulation 

The primary sequence of HKAT3 was obtained from the SwissProt database (accession number Q6YP21). The X-ray crystal 
structure of mouse KAT3 was taken from the Protein Data Bank (PDB code 3E2Y) [23]. Since the N-terminus domain 
(aa1-40) is away from the active site of HKAT3 and the counterpart of the template protein is missing, this part was not used to 
built the model. The homology modeling was performed in two steps. First, the template was used to create three different mod-
els of HKAT3. The Num_Loop_Models was set to 1 to reduce the computational time. The best monomer model was evaluated 
by their stereochemical quality with the program of DS and was selected to refine. Then the initial model was subjected to 
MD simulation to refine the model. 

2  Results 

2.1  Homology models construction and evaluation 

Final model of HKAT3 monomer was assessed by Profile-3D and Procheck. By Profile-3D, a Verify Score vs. Amino Acid 
was displayed in Figure S1(a). It is not surprising that most of the amino acids are in favored regions, and the residues, with 
the verify score less than zero, were allowed corresponding to loop region and template. The reliability backbone torsion an-
gles - of the target proteins were examined by Procheck, and the template was also evaluated for comparison. The per-
centage of - angles in allowed Ramachandran region is 99% in the HKAT3 monomer model. From the statistical score of 
the Ramachandran plot Fig. S1b, we could see among the 410 residues 94.1% are in the most favored regions. Above all, the 
results of quality assessment suggest that the model of HKAT3 monomer structure is reliable. 
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Figure S1  The results of HKAT3 model. (a) The 3D-verify analysis of HKAT3 model; (b) Ramachandran plot of HKAT3 model. 

2.2  Schematic structures of KYN and PMP  

The schematic structures of KYN and PMP were obtained by using ChemDraw (in Figure S2). 
 

 

Figure S2  The schematic structures of kynurenine (KYN) and pyridoxamine 5-phosphate (PMP). 
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